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for squirrel - cage induction motors series “g” and “h”, 

three-phase,

single-phase with run capacitor,

general ,

of frame size 56, 63, 71, 80, 90

according to requirements of

pn-en 60034-1

eqV  iec 60034-1

OPERATING
MANUAL



51. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
the squirrel-cage induction motors of frame size 56, 63, 71, 80, 90 are low power, enclosed motors. 
in standard execution they are in ip 54 degree of protection or ip 55 (on special request ip 56, ip 65 or ip 66). 
they are intended for continuous running s1 (other type of running  - according to arrangements).
parts of motor housing are made of aluminum alloy en ac-44300 (aK 11) apart from the fan cover which is made 
of steel sheet. 
in the terminal box there is a terminal board which is used for connecting 
the  motor to the mains and the neutral terminal pe which is used for connecting 
the protective conductor “pe” or protective-neutral conductor “pen” which is indispensable in protection by 
automatic disconnection of supply in systems tn, tt, it. 
the terminal box is equipped with a gland m20x1,5 through which the power lead should de inserted and sealed.
in single-phase motors the permanent  capacitor made of metalized paper is connected in series with winding of 
auxiliary phase. it is also connected to terminals of the terminal board. 
motors are intended to work in a horizontal position of the shaft. they can work in perpendicular position, with 
the shaft end downwards or upwards provided the axial load of the bearings is not too large and originates from 
the weight of a rotor, a pulley or toothed wheel, relatively light clutch or the fan which is fixed on the motor shaft. 
maximal radial and axial forces which can  act on the shaft end  - on request.
if motors are equipped with drain holes  then condensation water should be drained in a horizontal position – 
after removing a rubber stopper.
motors are equipped with the self-cooling. 
maximal temperature of the environment, in which the motors operate, depends on 
the climatic execution and cannot be higher than:
− 313K (+ 40°c) for the temperate climate n/2, n/3 and the tropical humid climate th/2, th/3, 
− 318K (+ 45°c) for the marine climate mu/2 and mu/3.

2. OPERATING CONDITIONS
squirrel cage induction motors series „g” and „h” frame size 56, 63, 71, 80, 90 are general destination products 
provided for driving various machines and devices. 
the motor housing, made in the degree of protection ip 54 (or ip 55, ip 56,  ip 65, ip 66) protects the motor from 
being penetrated by a solid body or water in the range defined in polish standard pn. it is recommended to use 
a pn-en60034-5. draining of condensation water should be carried out every 12 months, while exploiting under 
difficult conditions every 3 months. 
marine motors made according to the requirements of polish register of shipping are manufactured in the mini-
mum degree of protection ip 55. direct-on starting is used in motors. they can operate when voltage deviations 
do not exceed  ± 5%  of the motor rated voltage. all of the rated data refer to the rated voltage. 
if voltage deviations exceed ±10% of the rated voltage motors should not be started. 
this  rule can be omitted only if motor has a suitable heat reserve for the specific application, after arrangement 
with Besel s.a.

Each motor must be protected against overload and short-circuit by protections selected by an user in 
accordance with Polish Standard PN-89/E-05012 and recommendations of BESEL S.A.. 
Usage of neutral terminal depends on measure of protection against electric shock which is used in ac-
cordance with Standard HD 60364-4-41. 

parts of driven device coupled to the motor shaft directly should be balanced dynamically with an accuracy of 
5 mm, not less. 

2.1. Activities before the installation of a motor
Before you mount the motor to a motored device: 
a) check if the rotor turns freely, 
b) check if parts of the device which is coupled to the motor shaft are balanced dynamically with the required 
accuracy, 
c) put on parts of a motored device sliding or pushing them lightly without exerting pressure on bearings. otherwi-
se you will cause damage. at the same time 
the motor shaft should be supported on the non-drive end stiffly so that 
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6 the pressure should not cause either damage of bearings or damage of a spring washer which cancels axial play 
of the rotor, 
d) after fixing the motor in a device check whether there is the minimal distance
(14mm) between the fan cover and other parts, whether the holes in the cover are not stopped down. 

CAUTION: 
access of cooling air to the motor housing cannot be made difficult.

2.2. Connecting the motor to the mains
2.2.1. Three-phase motors:
a) made for basic voltage 230/400V can be connected:
− to the mains with line-to-line voltage: 3x 400V ±5% 50hz ±2%, when the motor winding is star con-
nected, 
− to the mains with line-to-line voltage: 3x 230V ±5% 50hz ±2%, when the motor winding is delta con-
nected.
b) Motors made for specific voltages can be connected to the mains of rated voltage U correspon-
ding to the voltage marked on the rating plate of the motor UN, 
U=UN ±5% , f=fN ±2%.
three-phase motors of frame size 80, 71 are made as:
a) single-speed with the pole number 2p = 2, 4, 6, 8
b) two-speed with the pole number:
2p =  4/2 - single-winding 
2p =  8/4 - single-winding 
2p =  8/6 - double-winding
2p =  6/4 - double-winding
and with other number of poles - as requested. 

2.2.2. Single-phase motors made at voltage of 230V, 50Hz can be connected to  s i n -
gle-phase supply network 230V ±5% 50Hz ±2%
single-phase motors with capacitor are made as single speed.
the winding and capacitor connections on the terminal board, connecting them to  the mains for clockwise 
and anticlockwise rotation are presented on wiring diagrams on the annex no.1 of this manual. 
wiring diagrams are on the inside of the lid of a terminal box.
Three phase and single-phase motors with a permanent capacitor made for the voltage frequency 
50Hz can be connected to the mains of voltage frequency 60Hz.
three-phase general purpose induction motors can work with frequency converter. selection of the fre-
quency converter and the motor depends on the motor load, speed control range, ventilation and other 
requirements. range of rotation speed of standard squirrel-cage induction motors can be regulate from 
10hz to 150hz.

2.2.3 Before you connect the motor check: 
a) if the rated voltage of the motor corresponds to voltage of the mains (deviations of the voltage of the
mains cannot exceed ± 5 % of the rated voltage),
b) if winding connections on the terminal board are consistent with a wiring diagram ,
c) if neutral earthing (n) and protective grounding (pe) of the motor is correct and firm,
d) if the motor has the right overload protection (thermal protection recommended),
e) if the motor has the right protection against short circuit (a fuse or an electromagnetic breaker),
f) if resistance of the motor insulation in the cool state is not lower than 20 mohm,
g) if the direction of motor rotation is consistent with the direction of motored device rotation , in typical
motors the direction is clockwise when you look from the shaft end, 
h) if the capacitor (in single-phase motors) is not damaged (that is, whether the capacitor cover is not da-
maged or if there are not any dents). 



7CAUTION: 
1. in case of moistening (when the resistance of the motor insulation is lower than 20 mohm) the motor
should be dried  in the temperature not higher than 353K (+ 80°c). 
2. neutral earthing of the motor must be made by connecting a neutral wire to a neutral terminal of the
motor (n), and  protective grounding (pe) to protective terminal which is placed on the motor housing. 
3. when the motor operates pay attention to how it works and disconnect the motor from the mains in
following cases: 
− over-oscillation of the motor (excessive oscillation), 
− considerable decrease of rotational speed,
− overdue heating of the motor or bearings.

3. MAINTENANCE OF THE MOTOR
the motors mentioned in position 1, 2 and 3 in declaration of conformity ce no. B should be subjected to pe-
riodical inspection and maintenance after 24 months of operation or after 20 000 hours of operation and special 
- purpose motors mentioned in position 
4 and 5 in declaration of conformity ce no. B should be subjected to periodical inspection and maintenance 
after 12 months of operation or after 20 000 hours of operation.
during the inspection the following actions should be carried out:
• visual inspection (the state of seals, screw joints, surface) as well as cleaning of the motor and protecting ap-
paratus without disassembly, to the extent that the visual inspection does not reveal such necessity,
• measurement of the resistance of motor winding insulation,
• measurement of the effectiveness of neutral earthing or the resistance of protective grounding,
• measurement of the resistance of feed installation insulation, estimation of the noise level, motor smoothness,
• draining of condensation water by unplugging the rubber plug from a drain hole
− in ip 55 execution it is situated in drive end bearing shield;
− in ip 56, ip 65, ip 66 execution it is situated in both bearing shields: de and nde
all the activities connected with disassembly, repair or assembly of the motor should be carried out by appro-
priately trained person, in case of electric strength test of the motor – by authorized person.

4. ACCEPTANCE TEST AFTER INSPECTION OR REPAIR
after inspection and remounting the motor should be subjected to examinations: 
a) to measure winding resistance,
b) to control if the connections are correct,
c) to measure insulation resistance in cool state,
d) to carry out a 2 hours’ no-load running test of the motor and if it is possible
to carry out a test of a rated loaded motor. the test must be long enough for 
the motor temperature to stop rising in a visible way. 
the above researches must be conducted according to the en 60043-1.

5. MOTOR WEIGHTS
motor weights are different for different types of the same frame sizes according to output, different mounting 
systems and other added specific details. 
the table below contains maximal (approximate) motor weights as function of stacking length (a, B, c, d, s, l, m). 

frame size 
of motors

motors

3 - phase 1 - phase

a B c (s*) d (l*) m a B c (s*) d (l*) m

56 3,0 3,4 4,0 - - 3,1 3,5 4,0 - -

63 3,6 4,2 5,1 - - 4,0 4,6 5,4 - -

71 5,0 6,0 7,6 8,3 - 5,3 6,5 8,1 8,6 -

80 7,8 9,1 11,6 13,3 - 8,6 10,6 12,2 15,2 -

90 - - 12,8 15,7 17,5 - - 12,8 15,5 18,5
* letters s and l concern thee motors in frame size 90.
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8 6. STORAGE
motors should be stored in dry airy containers free from gases, liquids and casting vapours which are harmful for 
the winding insulation and parts of the motor. 
motors must not be kept in rooms where fertilizers, chlorinated lime, acids and chemical agents etc. are ga-
thered. the temperature of the environment where motors are stored must not be lower than 278K (+ 5°c) and 
relative humidity must not exceed 70 %. 
motors stored more than during a warranty period should be renovated, what includes: 
a) outside cleaning of the motor,
b) checking if bearings operate in a correct way and, if not, damaged bearings must be replaced,
c) measurement of the winding insulation resistance (in cool state) and if it is lower than 20 mohm motors must
be dried in a temperature not higher than 353K (+80°c). 

the shaft end must be protected against corrosion by the layer of corrosion preventing 
grease or easily removed varnish. 

7. TERMS  AND CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY
di seguito i periodi di garanzia previsti, salvo accordi diversi.
a) for general – purpose asynchronous motors described in the positions from1 to 3 in declaration of conformity
ce no. B:

• 24 months from date of installing,
• 30 months from date of sale.

b) for special – purpose asynchronous motors described in the positions 4 and 5 in declaration of conformity
ce no. B:

• 12 months from date of installing,
• 18 months from date of sale.

per maggiori informazioni, cause di perdita della garanzia e istruzioni per l’utilizzo della garanzia, consultare il 
sito del costruttore.

Information on Disposal for Users of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
this product is marked according to the european 1000Vac directive on waste electrical and electronic equip-
ment (2002/96/ec) and further amendments.

By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help to prevent potential negative consequences for 
the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this 
product. 
the symbol on the product, or the documents accompanying the product, indicates that this appliance may not 
be treated as household waste. it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for used up electrical 
and electronic equipment for recycling purpose. for more information about recycling of this product, please 
contact your local authorities, your household waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the 
product.

annexes:
1. annex no. 1 – connection diagrams,
2. annex no. 2 – assembly drawing of standard motor,
3. annex no. 3 – declaration of conformity no. 1/2006 (rohs),
4. annex no. 4 – declaration of conformity ce no. B



9Annex n. 1

1. three-phase single-speed induction motors type s(K,l)(g,h)…, numbers of poles:
2p = 2, 2p = 4, 2p = 6, 2p = 8

       delta connection star connection

2. three-phase induction motors with electromagnetic plate brakes of direct current:

3. three-phase two-speed induction motors type:
– s(K,l)(g,h)…, number of poles: 2p = 4/2 and 2p = 8/4 (single-winding)

– s(K,l)(g,h)…-./..w, number of poles 2p = 4/2 and 2p = 8/4
(single-winding , for ventilator drive)

– s(K,l)(g,h)… number of poles 2p= 6/4, 2p= 6/2, 2p= 8/6, 2p= 8/2
(double-winding)
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10 4. single-phase induction motors type se(m)(K,l)(g,h)… with run capacitor

 condensatore di marcia cB 

5. single-phase induction motors type se(m)(K,l)(g,h)..-..f with start capacitor, run capacitor and centrifugal switch

ca – start capacitor
cB – run capacitor

6. single-phase  induction  reversible motors type snm(K,l)(g,h)…
a) without temperature switch
b) with temperature switch connected in series with the winding

a)      b) 

7. single-phase induction motors with electromagnetic plate brakes of direct current:

8. single-phase induction motors type ss(K,l)(g,h)..., adapted to voltage governing of speed
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12 Annex n. 3
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

with the RoHs European Directive

MANUFACTURER:  faBrYKa silniKÓw eleKtrYcznYch „Besel” s. a.
ul. eleKtrYczna 8  49-300 Brzeg

poland

hereby declares with full responsibility that the products:
1. 1-phase induction motors of series:
se(m)(K,l)g56..., se(m)(K,l)h56..., se(m)(K,l)g63..., se(m)(K,l)h63..., se(m)(K,l)hr63..., se(K)h65..., se(m)(K)
hr65..., se(m)(K,l)h71..., se(m)(K,l)hr71..., se(m)(K,l)h80..., se(m)(K,l)hr80..., se(m)(K,l)hz80..., se(m)(K,l)
h90..., se(m)(K,l)hr90..., se(m)h100..., se(m)h112...
2. 3-phase induction motors of series:
s(K,l)g56..., s(K,l)h56..., s(K,l)g63..., s(K,l)h63..., s(K,l)hr63..., s(K)h65..., s(K)hr65..., s(K,l)h71..., s(K,l)
hr71..., s(K,l)h80..., s(K,l)hr80..., s(K,l)hz80..., s(K,l)h90..., s(K,l)hr90...,
3. 3-phase induction, explosion-proof, increased safety motors of series:
exs(K,l)g56, exs(K,l)g63, exs(K,l)h71, exs(K,l)h80, exs(K,l)hr71, exs(K,l)hr80.
4. 3-phase induction motors energy effi cient class IE2 and IE3:
2sie(K,l)...
3sie(K,l)...
5. 1-phase induction machines special-purpose, series:
ssog…, se(m)og..., se(K,l)g…/f.., se(K,l)h…/f.., se(K,l)g…hps, se(K,l)h…hps, se(K,l)g…h2sp, se(K,l)
h…h2sp, ss(K,l)g…, ss(K,l)h…,  ss(K,l)hr…, sezx…, seK…, sn(m)(K)g…, sn(m)(K)h..., sn(m)(K)hr..., 
se(m)(K,l)(g,h)..-…/po..
6. 3-phase induction machines special-purpose, series:
s(m)og…, s(K,l)g…hps, s(K,l)h…hps, s(K,l)hr...hps, s(K,l)g…h2sp, s(K,l)h…h2sp, s(K,l)hr...h2sp, 
st(K,l)g…, rs(K,l)h…, szx…, sK…, s(K,l)g..-…/po.., s(K,l)h..-…/po..,

are in conformity with the following:
• 2002/95/CE Directive of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe dated on 27th January 2003 in the
matter of limits of applying some dangerous substances in electrical and electronic equipment 
(law gazette we  l 37 dated on 13th february 2003) [national regulation - minister of economy and labour order 
dated on 6th october 2004 in the matter of detailed requirements regarding limits of applying in electrical and 
electronic equipment some substances that could have negative infl uence upon environment (law gazette 229 
position 2310 dated on 21st october 2004)];
• Decision of the European Communities Committee dated on 18-th August 2005 modifying 2002/95/CE Di-
rective in order to establish the maximal level of concentration some dangerous substances in electrical and 
electronic equipment [notifi ed as the document number c (2005) 3141] (2005/618/ce);
• Decision of the  European Communities Committee dated on 13-th October 2005 modifying, in order to adapt
to technological progress, the enclosure for 2002/95/we directive [notifi ed as the document number 
c (2005) 3754]  ( 2005/717/ce ).

place and date of the declaration issue: Brzeg, 19th november 2012

signed by: andrzej wieczorek ................................

title: head of design offi ce

tel.: (+48 77) 416 28 61 - fax (+48 77) 416 68 68 - e-mail: besel@cantonigroup.com

signed by:  andrzej wieczorek  ................................



13Annex n. 4
 EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY  No B

MANUFACTURER:  faBrYKa silniKÓw eleKtrYcznYch „Besel” s.a.
ul. eleKtrYczna 8; 49-300 Brzeg

polsKa

i hereby declare that the products:
1. 1-phase induction motors of series:
se(m)(K,l)g56..., se(m)(K,l)h56..., se(m)(K,l)g63..., se(m)(K,l)h63..., se(m)(K,l)hr63..., se(K)h65..., se(m)(K)
hr65..., se(m)(K,l)h71..., se(m)(K,l)hr71..., se(m)(K,l)h80..., se(m)(K,l)hr80..., se(m)(K,l)hz80..., se(m)(K,l)
h90..., se(m)(K,l)hr90..., se(m)h100..., se(m)h112...
2. 3-phase induction motors of series:
s(K,l)g56..., s(K,l)h56..., s(K,l)g63..., s(K,l)h63..., s(K,l)hr63..., s(K)h65..., s(K)hr65..., s(K,l)h71..., s(K,l)
hr71..., s(K,l)h80..., s(K,l)hr80..., s(K,l)hz80..., s(K,l)h90..., s(K,l)hr90...,
3. 3-phase induction motors energy effi cient class IE2 and IE3:
2sie(K,l)...
3sie(K,l)...
4. 1-phase induction machines special-purpose, series:
ssog…, se(m)og..., se(K,l)g…/f.., se(K,l)h…/f.., se(K,l)g…hps, se(K,l)g…h2sp, se(K,l)h…hps, se(K,l)
h…h2sp, ss(K,l)g…, ss(K,l)h…, sezx…, seK…, sn(m)(K)g…, sn(m)(K)h..., sn(m)(K)hr..., se(m)(K,l)(g,h)..-.../
po..
5. 3-phase induction machines special-purpose, series:
s(m)og…, s(K,l)g…hps, s(K,l)g…h2sp, s(K,l)h…hps, s(K,l)h…h2sp, s(K,l)hr...hps, s(K,l)hr...h2sp, 
st(K,l)g…, rs(K,l)h…, szx.., sK.., s(K,l)g..-.../po..,  s(K,l)h..-.../po..

provided with ce marking of conformity complies with the provisions of low Voltage directive 2006/95/ec of 
12.12.2006 and are in conformity with the standard EN 60034-1:2010

and additionally the products described in point 3 are in conformity with the “commission regulation (ec)
No 640/2009 of 22 July 2009 implementing Directive 2005/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
with regard to ecodesign requirements for electric motors”  and with the standard EN 60034-30:2009.

By design the machines, considered as components, comply with the requirements of:
− machinery directive 2006/42/ec
− emc directive 2004/108/ec.

quality management system fulfi ls the requirements of standard iso 9001:2008, 
certifi cate deKra number 000612060.

manufacturer’s statement:
the machines with installed above products should be declared in conformity with the machinery directive.

place and date of the declaration issue: Brzeg, 19th november 2012

signed by: andrzej wieczorek ................................

title: head of design offi ce       

tel.: (+48 77) 416 28 61 - fax (+48 77) 416 68 68 - e-mail: besel@cantonigroup.com

signed by:  andrzej wieczorek  ................................






